
OASYS Keyboard KARMA Recording Notes 
 
This document covers the subject of recording OASYS onboard KARMA generation into Cubase and playing it back. 
 
For the subject of recording Karma-Lab’s KARMA OASYS (KO) software onboard KARMA generation into Cubase and playing it 
back see the separate document prepared for that purpose (Recording_KO_to_Cubase.pdf). 
  
Preliminaries 
 
Metronome 
 
With OASYS Combi set to Katja's House, here is a "side-stick"y sound set for metronome in Cubase. 
(Transport -> Metronome Setup) 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Disable 'Record-Enable allows MIDI Thru' in Cubase 
 
In Cubase, turn off  'Record-Enable allows MIDI Thru' . 
This is because you do not ever want incoming RTC info from KO looping back to KO. 
Though this doc is not about recording KARMA from KO, you want to be able to record KARMA from either KO or the OASYS using 
a common Cubase project setup! 
 

 
 
With the setting above, you can record a Control Track (CT) from the OASYS into a Cubase track set to round-trip to the OASYS. 
Since Record-Enable IS NOT allowing MIDI Thru, there is no MIDI feedback (so long as you keep the track speaker icon Off) and 
the track is basically ready for playback immediately after recording. 
 
 
  



Recording Control Track and KARMA MIDI from Korg OASYS 
 
Because the Korg OASYS has a KARMA engine onboard (unlike, say, the Yamaha Motif), it is possible to record and playback 
KARMA performances to/from  Cubase  using only Cubase and the OASYS itself  (i.e. without using KARMA OASYS (KO) 
software). 
 
This works well whenever   
 a)  the desired KARMA performance is resident in the OASYS,  and 
 b)  the specific UI capabilities of the KO software are not needed. 
 
To record only CT data  (from the OASYS) 
 
This setup uses the onboard KARMA engine during both recording and playback. 
 
Configure a Cubase track to take input from and send output to the OASYS: 
 

 
 
On the OASYS Global MIDI page -  
 
Set Local Control On 
Set MIDI Clock  Internal  or Auto MIDI (?) 
 
Make sure KARMA MIDI data is not being sent to MIDI Out. 
To do this, uncheck  Enable KARMA Module to MIDI Out and/or ensure none of the tracks (in Combi or Seq mode) set to Track 
Mode Ext or Bth. 
 
Before recording, in Combi or Seq mode, you probably want to set    KARMA -> GE RTP Scenes -> Scenes   Scene Change Quantize 
Window   to  '4 Bars'  (which is actually 4 beats). 
 
Set the tempo in Cubase to match the tempo of the KARMA performance.   Do this even if "freewheeling", otherwise a bar in Cubase 
will have no relation to a bar of the the KARMA performance.  This avoids a confusing situation later when observing, editing, etc. 
 
When intending to record from Combi Mode, reload the reference Combi as needed (e.g. as when a prior non-keeper take has left the 
KARMA settings in other than the desired initial state) by jogging the wheel to a different Combi and then back. 
 
When intending to record from Seq Mode, reload the reference Song as necessary (e.g. as when a prior non-keeper take has left the 
KARMA settings in other than the desired initial state).   
 
You may wish to begin recording with KARMA Off   and  Latch Off,  turning them both on as the first act of recording. 
This will ensure that the CC events to turn those on at playback time are recorded in the track. 
 
 
To playback CT data (from Cubase to the OASYS) 
 
For proper playback of the CT  Enable MIDI In to KARMA Module  must be On. 
 
Ensure KARMA is On and Latch is On.   Do this either by pressing the buttons on the keyboard, or by ensuring that the appropriate 
CC values appear at the start of the track. 
 
KARMA On/Off  CC 14  127/0 
Latch   CC 31  127/0 



 
When these conditions are met, the CT will playback correctly. 
 
To record CT and KARMA MIDI Output (from the OASYS) together at once 
 
Multiple settings must be made. 
 
Check  Enable KARMA Module to MIDI Out . 
 
Others are explained here:  http://www.karma-lab.com/forum/showthread.php?p=114025#post114025 
Summary:  Either Combi or Seq Track statuses must be set to Bth for those tracks desired to be recorded (e.g. all of them). 
Saving a Song template after doing this setup bit is helpful, as you can restore the tracks at one go, but realize the combi timbres 
(sounds) are saved too, to this has to be redone every time a new combi is serving as the basis for the performance. 
There are 16 template slots available, so up to this many could be saved and available for reloading.  This is a reasonably large 
working set.   
 
If you operate from the Seq Mode, set the Tempo Mode to Manual and match the tempo to the originating Combi. 
 
Summary:  Make sure KARMA MIDI data is being sent to MIDI Out  -  check  Enable KARMA Module to MIDI Out and (in Combi 
or Seq mode) set all of the tracks set to Track Mode Ext or Bth. 
 
Before recording, in Combi or Seq mode, you probably want to set    KARMA -> GE RTP Scenes -> Scenes   Scene Change Quantize 
Window   to  '4 Bars'  (which is actually 4 beats). 
 
Set the tempo in Cubase to match the tempo of the KARMA performance.   Do this even if "freewheeling", otherwise a bar in Cubase 
will have no relation to a bar of the the KARMA performance.  This avoids a confusing situation later when observing, editing, etc. 
 
When intending to record from Seq Mode, reload the reference Song as needed (e.g. as when a prior non-keeper take has left the 
KARMA settings in other than the desired initial state). 
 
Alternatively, at the end of recording it is fairly quick to copy the KARMA On/Off or Latch CC (which should be the last thing played 
on the keyboard) event to the front of the track (in the List view) and edit it to turn on at the beginning what was turned off at the end.  
Doing this for keeper CTs will make sure they always "simply play" as desired. 
 
A track recorded this way will contain both control info and KARMA MIDI info.    
 
To playback KARMA MIDI data (from Cubase to the OASYS) 
 
Uncheck  Enable MIDI In to KARMA Module and this will cause the control data to be ignored, while allowing the MIDI data to 
playback.    
 
Since the KARMA engine is disconnected from the MIDI input, the control data will be ignored and the track will play back correctly. 
 
However, note that if KARMA remains On then actions on the keyboard will trigger KARMA and this will be a conflict with the 
groove playing back from the Cubase-recorded MIDI.      
 
So, for overdubs or jamming with the recorded track, turn off KARMA at the keyboard. 
The most reliable way to do this is to check 'All KARMA Off' on the Global -> Basic page. 
This will really truly turn off all KARMA generation (even thought the KARMA On/Off and Latch lights remain On). 
Just remember to examine and undo this setting when you want to have KARMA generation again! 
 
 
 
  



 
Misc Notes 
 
OASYS Local On/Off and  KARMA Enables diagram 
 

 
 
Notice the keyboard either goes to either    tone generator, sequencer, and KARMA,    or    MIDI Out. 
 
This diagram makes it clear why in general these two   
 
Enable MIDI In to KARMA Module   
Enable KARMA Module to MIDI Out 
 
should not be on at the same time in order to avoid a MIDI loop. 
 
Experimentation shows that a control track can be recorded in Cubase with both of these off.   All the OASYS sliders knobs and 
buttons will be recorded.   Enable MIDI In to KARMA Module will have to be turned back On to playback the control track correctly. 
 
-- 
 
 
About Chase and Latching 
 
To end a KARMA performance from the keyboard, you can use buttons to either turn off  KARMA itself  (CC 110) or turn off the 
latching (CC 31).   Either will stop KARMA from playing further notes (based on previous input). 
 
However, to playback a control track recorded in Cubase, both KARMA and latching need to be on (or be turned on) at (or near) the 
start of playback. 
 
What we would like is for stopping playback at any point to automatically turn one or both of  these off (so that the sound stops).   
Unf. this does not seem possible, as I have found no way to have an arbitrary CC event associate with Stop in Cubase. 
 
The best available work-around is to be sure that in the CT itself one of these was turned off near the end.   In this case, with Chase 
enabled in Cubase, you can put the right locator after the end, locate to it, and have Chase take care of turning off the switch.  After 
this you can locate to the start of the CT and playback again. 
 
Otherwise, you need to turn off  one of the buttons on the keyboard. 
 
 
-- 
 
Pad Chord Notes Location 
 
On the OASYS, in Program Mode  Basic/Vecter -> Pads 



On the OASYS, in Combi Mode  Eq/Vector/Control -> Pads 
 
-- 
 
In Preferences, I turned off   Enable Record on Selected  xxx Track     and   Enlarge Selected Track. 
 

 
 
-- 
 
Q.  Which timbres are being driven by which KARMA modules? 
 
 

 
 
This question is answered on the  KARMA ->  GE Setup/Key Zones page.     The matrix display in the MIDI I/O section shows all the 
timbres listening to a given KARMA module.     The Timbre listening channels are set on the Timbre Parameter page.  Multiple 
timbres may be set to listen on the same channel (and thus to the same KARMA module) and in this case the matrix display will show 
the multiple listeners all highlighted red.   (Note:  picture above shows only 1 timbre listening to each KARMA module.) 
 
-- 
 



 Note:  Neither 'Enable MIDI In to KARMA Module ' nor 'Enable KARMA Module to MIDI Out' need be enabled for the KARMA 
control surface on the OASYS to respond to KO software. 
 
Likewise, turning 'All KARMA Off' will not interfere with having the KARMA control surface on the OASYS to respond to KO 
software. 
 
Not that you would want to do it, but it is  unchecking  Global -> MIDI -> MIDI  'Enable Control Change'  that has the effect to 
uncouple the KARMA control surface on the OASYS from incoming RT control info from KO. 
 
-- 
 
Note:  If at any point LoopMIDI detects a MIDI loop, it will mute (shut down) the ports involved.    
Anytime after a MIDI loop is detected, be sure to re-enable the ports! 
 
-- 
 
 


